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"This is Hannah," Lynne Hugo introduces her chocolate Labrador retriever to an aged woman in a wheelchair
at the Golden Look at Nursing Home. "Would you like to pat her?" "I don't know," she responds warily.of
old loves and ancient dreams, abandonment and loneliness, and the struggle for dignity—" Therefore, of
course, is lifestyle, especially as the years accumulate and your body declines. Actually, the most painful
problems are the ones that Hugo hopes to help ease with Hannah, her exuberant therapy pup. As Hugo’
tales— What Hugo receives in return, unexpectedly, can be an outpouring of stories as the residents react
to Hannah’s involvement deepens, she begins to see her have life and her look after her elderly parents in a
fresh perspective. Simultaneously, she crafts an eloquent meditation on the essential human have to
nurture and stay connected to other folks, to animals, also to the natural world.s antics and affection.
"Canines are complicated.s tale, she creates a richly textured collective portrait of the often-hidden world
of the aged.with her own family’ Interweaving the elders’
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I am so glad I found this book! Having worked in a nursing home during summers in university, I
understand how sad a few of them can be. I LOVED this publication! What I particularly enjoyed was the
contrast from the globe of the nursing home to the open, generally different world of character. A must-
examine for both dog-lovers and families in general! thanks - thanks for a publication like this i've a therapy
doggie myself i trained for me and then i followed his business lead when he showed he wished and needed
and was so excellent at helping othersi have only browse excepts of the publication but will buy it all my
father is dying of parkinson disease 1000 miles away i am a daddy woman so this time is hard anyway since
i've no way to see himyour publication helps so muchturns out my dads dog-has saved my father a few
times himself by going to get mother everytime dad falls or requirements thingsi know if i could get up to
dad i possibly could train the doggie to do morethe dog is a cocker spaniel raised from 14 days old by my
mother,but appears to glue itself to dad as father got sickeras i always said dogs learn then we think they
do and carry out thus much for peoplewhat something special god gave with allowing us a little time along
with his critters[. Just coincidentally, we both attended a seminar about long-term care insurance a couple
of days back, when I was simply midway through the publication. I couldn't help but think that my
discovery of the reserve was perhaps not entirely coincidental. Here is Bella at our local hospital--dogs are
great healers. "Anything counts, everything matters." Whether you're trying to help aging parents make

decisions about their care, wondering how exactly to plan for your own future, or just attempting to
reflect on life, death, wish, and the pleasure and comfort that pets provide to us, I couldn't recomment a
book even more highly than that one. Good reading, however, not what I expected I absolutely loved the
first chapter. After reading it, I arrive to the final outcome it wasn't what I expected, though. Oh yes, it
is definitely good reading.. but the reviews mislead me to think it was more about your dog than it was. If
I had with that said, it was more about the girl and her feelings toward her own aging parents and several
times comparing the encounters in a nursing house to how she feels about looking after her own parents.
The one thing I came away with was that she needed to refine what she carries in her sack each time she
comes to the home..I did enjoy reading the reserve (it had been colorful and eloquent), but was
disappointed it wasn't what I idea it had been. I can't count how many instances she said that the dog
forgot all its obedience training in the home. It could more regularly be off-leash, operate up to citizens..
Lynn and her doggie hike everyday and it's this counterpoint that produced the book special. actually
pressing a person in a wheelchair backwards with its jump to the lap. She talked about tossing balls and
having the occupants toss balls for your dog. Oftentimes the dog made a decision when it wished to jump
through to a bed with a resident. Individuals were giving the dog treats (which I think I read recently
that among the Therapy Orgs says no to treats *on the work*) I am certain there were a whole lot of
good behavior that she simply left out of the book. I can understand why this reserve won a national
writing prize.. A book for pet &. I am hoping that will become a very important thing for myself and
others." No, it didn't. Some of the items mentioned about your dog scared me. Her puppy Hannah does an
incredible job of calling people, no matter what condition they're in, brightening their day, offering ease and
comfort and connection.. While working through the normal routine of visiting the nursing facility, she
offers several poignant and insightful suggestions on better methods to handle the residents with love and
respect and draws parallels to what it would be like to face a few of these pitfalls with your personal
parents, along with approaching the same problem yourself as you'll desire to be treated when you reach
that time in your life.I really do recommend reading the publication, to get an insight on how one individual
*got involved* with the citizens, but do not get it if you believe it'll alert you to some techniques to be

considered a better team. Highly recommended! A touching, humorous and thoughtful exploration of the
passage of seasons and lives, decisions about end of existence treatment with all its issues and difficulties,
and how dog therapy can ease a few of the burdens. A must read for dog enthusiasts and the ones with
elderly parents. Just what a sheer pleasure to learn.what is wonderful may be the way you placed into



words our human relationships with the elderly . And shearing the way they feel. various different ,but
feelings likewise. They should be acknowledged and remembered. Thought-provoking, funny, helpful: a winner
of a book. The one review said, "she includes all the extra techniques she determined in the field to make
them a better, far better team. A Close Look at a Tough Place Lynn Hugo's book take you inside a nursing
home and introduces you to the residents, the issues they're facing also to the larger issue of the quality
of existence of those unable to look after themselves.. Having worked with my pet dog, Bella, also a therapy
dog, for the past three years in our local nursing house, many of the tales made me smile. I desire Hannah
and Lynne have been around to bring light into the lives of the occupants in the home where I proved
helpful.. It's thoughtful, deeply regarded as and the vocabulary sparkles as the writer handles terribly
difficult problems but assists us through them by injecting literally hilarious episodes at just the right
occasions. I loved the idea that caregivers benefit as much as those being cared for, and that "creative
nurturing" will come in all forms. Heartwarming "Tail" This inspiring story by Lynne Hugo is incredibly well-
written in a fresh, contemporaneous style. She encouraged me to continue to visit assisted living facilities
and Alzheimer sufferers with my gadget poodle, Lucy, despite the fact that she is not educated to
perfection. a fuzzy ball, a container for your dog to drink out of, etc. I laughed out loud as often as I
shed a few tears while reading this publication. I also experienced compelled to read certain sections aloud

to my hubby (not really a dog-lover) who got a chuckle out of them as well...] My Sincere Thanks to Lynne
Hugo I actually am grateful to Lynne Hugo for her heartwarming and insightful book. It goes through the
trials and tribulations of not only training a fresh dog to become part of her two-guy therapy team, but
also the just as important complications of training herself to react to each new scenario. Lucy brings joy
to residents and treatment providers. I was shifted emotionally by the connections of your dog therapy
group, the citizens they visited, and the type around them. We you live longer and longer.. Enlightened
Hannah is a delight . In a way she and Hannah bring that freshness to their function. Marley and Me offers
nothing funnier than sections of this reserve. My pet dog and I are Delta Society volunteers, and I, too,
have aging parents. Much of this helped me consider my own life as well as my parents' situations, and I'm
actually grateful that a friend recommended this reserve. nature lovers. but if my own dog did these
things, I'd be re-thinking letting her function in a nursing home environment. Now I'm passing the favor on
and providing this my most enthusiastic endorsement. An enjoyable publication! God has shown me with the
chance to share my dog and I am proud to serve Him in this way. Nice symbolism showing how human being
life events parallel adjustments in nature.
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